Graphical Abstract Highlights d Growth of lateral root primordia (LRP) coincides with cell death gene expression d A subset of LRP-overlying cells expresses cell death genes and dies upon LRP growth d ore1 mutants deficient in LRP-overlying cell death show delayed LRP growth d Rescuing cell death in ore1 via genetics or laser ablation rescues LRP growth SUMMARY
Correspondence hannele.tuominen@umu.se In Brief Escamez et al. report that a subset of cells overlying newly formed lateral roots within the parent root dies to facilitate early lateral root organ growth. Our findings suggest that, contrary to common belief, cell death can, as in animals, regulate organ growth in plants, which may have implications for our understanding of evolution.
INTRODUCTION
In contrast to that in animals [1] , cell elimination is generally considered not to play a role in regulating plant organ growth [2] [3] [4] . Cell elimination occurs frequently as part of plant development in a genetically controlled manner often referred to as programmed cell death (PCD) [5, 6] , as evidenced by the expression of a particular set of genes specifically in cells that are bound to undergo developmental cell elimination [7] . Cell death and the subsequent cell degradation are usually considered cell autonomous, as during the formation of water-conducting xylem tracheary elements (TEs) [8] or the elimination of lateral root cap cells that surround the root tip and regulate root growth [9] . Nevertheless, developmentally regulated cell elimination can also rely on non-cell-autonomous mechanisms [10] , as in the Arabidopsis endosperm, where the core developmental cell death indicator genes [7] are induced, but where cell death itself is caused by pressure from the growing embryo into the location of the endosperm [11] . The fact that different mechanisms have been co-opted to control developmental cell elimination supports that cell elimination plays several crucial roles during development, suggesting a more prominent role during plant organ growth than previously thought.
Morphological features of cell death have been observed in several species in cells overlying the sites of lateral root (LR) formation within existing roots [12] [13] [14] [15] . The lateral roots are initiated from a subset of pericycle cells that form the LR primordium (LRP) deep in the parent organ [16, 17] . The developing LRP must therefore traverse the overlying endodermal, cortical, and epidermal cell layers for LR emergence (LRE) to occur. LRE has been shown to rely on cell divisions and turgor-driven expansion in the LRP [16, 18] , as well as on changes in the cell walls and shapes of the LRP-overlying cells [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Cell death is not believed to occur during LRE in Arabidopsis [25, 26] , and the cell death reported in the LRP-overlying cells of other species [12] [13] [14] [15] has not been studied in relation to LRP growth, leaving open the question of whether cell death contributes to LRE.
In Arabidopsis, the most dramatic changes reported during LRE occur in the LRP-overlying endodermal cells due to their position in immediate contact with the LRP and the presence of their lignified casparian strip cell wall region. In front of the growing LRP, endodermal cells modify their shape to such an extent that they occasionally split, with both halves having the ability to maintain plasma membrane integrity at least for some time [23] . The cortical and epidermal cells are less affected, as their cell walls are loosened by hydrolytic enzymes so that they can separate to allow the emerging LRP to pass through [19, 26] . There is no report of cell death during LRE in Arabidopsis, suggesting that the remodeling and separation of the LRP-overlying cells are sufficient to ensure LRE without any contribution from cell death. However, cysteine proteases associated with cell death and autolysis are expressed in LRP-overlying cells [27] , supporting the occurrence of cell death during LRE in Arabidopsis.
The present study investigates whether cell death occurs in the LRP-overlying cells during LRE in Arabidopsis, and if so, whether it contributes to LRP growth. We detected the expression of several canonical marker genes for developmental cell death [7] in a subset of LRP-overlying cells. Electron microscopy revealed the autolytic features indicative of cell death in endodermal cells overlying early-stage LRPs. Combined viability and cell death stains also indicated the presence of dead LRPoverlying cells before the LRP had crossed any overlying cell layers. Live cell imaging by confocal and light sheet microscopy confirmed that cell death occurred in a subset of the LRP-overlying endodermal cells, concomitant with the growth of the LRP through the endodermis. Plants unable to express ORESARA1/ ANAC092 (ORE1), a transcription factor contributing to the transcriptional activation of several cell death-related genes [28] , displayed the decreased cell death of LRP-overlying cells as well as a delay in LRE. When cell death was restored in the overlying cells of these plants by either expressing the mammalian cell death-promoting factor mBAX [29] [30] [31] or using laser-assisted targeted cell elimination (hereafter called laser ablation) inspired by previous studies [32] [33] [34] [35] , LRP growth reverted to normal, indicating that cell elimination contributes to the regulation of organ growth during LRE.
RESULTS

Cell Death Indicator Genes Are Induced in Cells
Overlying LRP In a time-course transcriptomics dataset covering various stages of LRP growth [36] , we detected the upregulation of BIFUNCTIONAL NUCLEASE 1 (BFN1), which functions in cell autolysis associated with developmental cell death [9] (Table  S1 ). Several other genes belonging to the set of transcriptional reporters for cell types undergoing developmental cell death and autolysis [7] were identified among the genes most correlated with BFN1 in the LRE transcriptome. Among them, METACASPASE 9 (MC9), RIBONUCLEASE 3 (RNS3), EXITUS 1 (EXI1) and DUF679 DOMAIN MEMBRANE PROTEIN 4 (DMP4), together with BFN1, represent five of the nine core marker genes specifically expressed in cell types undergoing developmental cell death in Arabidopsis [7] and are hereafter referred to as ''cell death indicator genes'' ( Figure 1A ; Table S1 ). Using promoter::GUS reporter lines, we also detected the activation of the promoters of these cell death indicator genes in LRP-overlying cells at different stages of LRP growth ( Figure 1B) , defined according to Malamy and Benfey [16] .
A more detailed time-lapse confocal microscopy analysis of a proBFN1::nucGFP reporter line [37] carrying the proUBQ10:: WAVE131:YFP plasma membrane marker [38] indicated BFN1 promoter activity in an endodermal cell overlying an early-stage LRP and revealed the apparent loss of nuclear integrity at stage III ( Figure 1C ). Overall, for 381 observed LRP, induction of the proBFN1::nucGFP reporter was detected in at least 1 LRP-adjacent cell (i.e., overlying the LRP during early stages of LRP growth or neighboring the LRP in late stages of growth) 53.5% of the time in the endodermis, 14.7% of the time in the cortex, and 9.7% of the time in the epidermis. These averages likely underestimate the actual frequency of cell death indicator gene expression because transcriptional markers for the activation of cell death disappear upon the execution of cell death. When considering cell death indicator gene expression in relation to LRP stage, the frequency of proBNF1::nucGFP signal adjacent to an LRP reached >90% in the endodermis at stage IV, nearly 50% in the cortex at stage VII, and 38% in the epidermis at stage VII ( Figures 1D and 1E) . These results indicate that over the course of LRP growth, there is almost always a time when a cell death indicator gene is induced in at least one LRP overlying endodermal cell and also, although less frequently, in adjacent cortical and epidermal cells.
Cell Death Occurs in a Subset of LRP-Overlying Cells
To determine the fate of the cells overlying the growing LRP, we used several cell-death-detection methods. The previously published tonoplast integrity marker (ToIM) results in a GFP signal in the cytoplasm and nucleus as well as a red fluorescent protein (RFP) signal in the vacuole of viable cells, while both signals mix and GFP rapidly quenches upon tonoplast rupture and cytoplasmic acidification that result from cell death [9] . This cell death marker driven by the BFN1 promoter (proBFN1::ToIM) indicated the occurrence of cell death in xylem TEs known to undergo developmental cell death [37] as well as in a subset of LRP-adjacent cells (Figures 2A, S1A , and S1B). Activation of autophagy, a cellular process that has been linked to developmental cell death [39] [40] [41] [42] , could also be visualized in a subset of overlying cells ( Figure S1C ) by detecting the autophagy marker GFP:ATG8a driven by the ATG8a endogenous promoter [43] . Furthermore, seedlings were stained simultaneously with the viability marker fluorescein diacetate (FDA), which fluoresces in living cells but not in dead cells, and with propidium iodide (PI), which is normally excluded from living cells [44, 45] ( Figure 2B ). The absence of an FDA signal combined with PI entry (Figures 2B and 2C) indicated that cell death occurred specifically in a subset of endodermal and cortical cells overlying LRP at early stages (stages I to IV, before crossing of the endodermis).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations on root cross-sections ( Figure 2D ) showed plasmolysis and autolytic features indicative of cell death, such as leakage of intracellular material outside the protoplast, specifically in cells overlying even early-stage LRP (Figures 2E-2I ). These TEM observations are therefore consistent with the occurrence of cell death and autolysis in a subset of LRP-overlying cells in the endodermis (Figures 2E-2I ) before the LRP crossing this cell layer.
The observation of cell death-related features in LRP-overlying endodermal cells ( Figures 2B-2I ), together with the high frequency of BFN1 transcriptional activation in the endodermis ( Figure 1D ), prompted us to observe endodermal cells by timelapse confocal and light sheet microscopy using the endodermis-specific plasma membrane marker proCASP1::CITRINE: SYP122 [23] , together with the proBFN1::nucGFP cell death marker. This latter marker not only reveals transcriptional activation of cell death indicator genes but also can indicate cell death execution, based on the abrupt disappearance of the nuclear GFP signal known to shortly follow cell death [9, 37] . Time-lapse confocal microscopy imaging of LRP provided evidence for the occurrence of cell death in endodermal cells overlying LRP, as revealed by the complete loss of the nuclear GFP signal in these endodermal cells between two consecutive time points (Figures 2J, 2K, and S1D-S1H). Light sheet microscopy (which provided a 12-fold greater time resolution) revealed the complete disappearance of the nuclear GFP signal between two consecutive time points in the LRP-overlying endodermal cells ( Figure 2L ; Videos S1 and S2). One of these endodermal nuclei disintegrated just before losing its signal ( Figure 2L ; Video S1). Both the apparent nuclear disintegration and the rapidity of the nuclear signal disappearance can be explained only by cell death. The shapes of the plasma membranes of the LRP-overlying cells at the times of death indicated that the LRP had not yet entirely traversed the endodermis (Figures 2J, 2L , and S1D-S1H; Video S3), meaning that the observed cell death events occurred either before or during the passage of the LRP through the endodermal layer. A very limited number of surviving endodermal cells in close proximity to LRP displayed a slow and gradual decrease in the nuclear GFP signal (Figures S1D-S1H), suggesting deactivation of the cell death and autolysis transcriptional machinery in these cells. A few other endodermal cells kept a high level of nuclear GFP signal over the observation time span (Figures 2L and S1D-S1H), and it is possible that these cells died at a later point during LRP emergence.
Cell Death in LRP-Overlying Cells Facilitates LRP Growth
We reasoned that if cell death played a role in facilitating LRP growth, then plants impaired in parts of the cell death machinery may show delayed LRE. To compare the speed of LRE between genotypes, LR initiation was induced synchronously by gravitational stimulus (90 rotation of the seedlings) [16, 18] . When monitored at 18 and 42 h post-gravitational induction (pgi), the single mutants for the cell death indicator genes did not show any consistent or significant changes in LRP growth ( Figure S2 ), possibly because of functional redundancy, which is a common problem when studying plant cell death [46] . See also Videos S1, S2, and S3.
A large number of cell death-related genes, including the five cell death indicators co-expressed during LRE, are transcriptionally regulated by, among other regulators, the NAC transcription factor ORESARA1/ANAC092 (ORE1) [28] . ORE1 is known to regulate the genes associated with hormones, cell wall remodeling, and cell death, and it is expressed in connection with several types of developmental cell death and autolysis [47, 48] . Furthermore, ORE1 overexpression was previously reported to increase LR number, while knocking it out did not decrease the number of formed LR [49] , even if these LR seemed shorter [49] . We detected ORE1 promoter [28] activity in roots, including LRPoverlying cells ( Figure S3A ). This is consistent with the transcriptomics study over time on sections of roots induced to develop an LRP [36] , in which ORE1 shows overall strong expression. The expression of ORE1 in LRP-overlying cells is compatible with a potential role for ORE1 in the transcriptional control of cell death in the LRP-overlying cells. We therefore hypothesized that analyzing LRP growth in ore1 mutants could overcome potential genetic redundancies between cell death-related genes during LRE.
Consistent with a role for ORE1 during LRE, shorter LRs and fewer emerged LRs were observed in two ore1 mutant alleles compared to wild-type (WT) seedlings ( Figures S3B-S3D ). Gravitational induction experiments confirmed that LRP growth was delayed in these ore1 mutants compared with WT ( Figure 3A) , and even without synchronous induction, ore1-2 had significantly fewer emerged LRs than WT ( Figure 3B ). Furthermore, simultaneous FDA and PI staining showed significantly less frequent cell death in the LRP-overlying cells of ore1-2 than in WT ( Figures 3C and 3D ). The fact that cell death was strongly reduced in ore1-2 compared with WT, but not completely abolished, indicates that ORE1 is not the sole regulator of LRP-overlying cell death. Nevertheless, the strong reduction in overlying cell death in this mutant (Figures 3C and 3D), concomitant with the reduced speed of LRP growth (Figures 3A and 3B), justify using the ore1-2 mutant as a tool to test a possible relation between LRP growth speed and overlying cell death.
To test whether loss of ORE1 expression correlated with slower LRP growth as a result of less frequent cell death in the overlying cells, we set out to rescue the LRE delay of ore1-2 by inducing cell death in cells overlying LRP (genetic rescue strategy; Figures 3B-3D) or by mortally wounding LRP-overlying cells by laser ablation (physical rescue strategy; Figures 4A-4D ).
For the genetic rescue strategy, we expressed the proapoptotic mammalian protein mBAX [29] , known to potently induce cell death in Arabidopsis [30, 31] , under the transcriptional control of the BFN1 promoter (proBFN1::mBAX) in the ore1-2 background. The use of the BFN1 promoter is justified because the promoters of the cell death indicator genes such as BFN1 are the only ones known to be active specifically in the subset of LRP-overlying cells that die during LRE. Despite the regulation of BFN1 by ORE1 [28] , BFN1 expression in the ore1-2 background has previously been shown to be reduced, but not abolished [48] . Furthermore, the reduced, rather than the abolished, cell death frequency in LRP-overlying cells of ore1-2 ( Figures 3C and 3D ) strongly suggests that the BFN1 promoter retains some activity in LRP-overlying cells in ore1-2. Consistently, we found that the BFN1 promoter activity in the ore1-2 mutant was still sufficient to drive the expression of mBAX in the ore1-2 proBFN1::mBAX lines ( Figures S3E and  S3F ). In addition, the BFN1 promoter is specific for cells bound to undergo developmental cell death [7] , meaning that the use of the BFN1 promoter to drive mBAX expression is not expected to result in the death of cells that should not die, and therefore to result in a WT-like phenotype in both ore1-2 and WT backgrounds ( Figure S3G ).
While LR density was reduced in upright grown 7-day-old ore1-2 seedlings compared with Col-0 WT (Figures 3B and S3B-S3D), several ore1-2 proBFN1::mBAX lines that we generated showed similar LR densities as WT, while the others showed a variety of pleiotropic phenotypes such as stunted root growth ( Figure 3B ). Therefore, we focused on the three ore1-2 proBFN1::mBAX lines (1, 4, and 6) with high mBAX expression ( Figure S3E ), whose main root growth was not impaired ( Figure 3B ) and that rescued the ore1-2 LRP growth delay ( Figure 3B ). These three ore1-2 proBFN1::mBAX lines displayed LRP-overlying cell death as frequently as in WT (lines 1 and 4) or at even higher (line 6) levels ( Figures 3C and 3D ), demonstrating the potency of proBFN1::mBAX to induce cell death in LRP-overlying cells, even in the ore1-2 background. Gravitational induction of ore1-2 proBFN1::mBAX lines 1 and 4 along with ore1-2 and WT ( Figure 3E ) confirmed that the rescue of LRP-overlying cell death in the ore1-2 background ( Figures 3C  and 3D ) was concomitant with the rescue of LRP growth speed in this mutant ( Figure 3E ).
For the physical rescue strategy, the junction between an LRPoverlying endodermal cell and its neighboring cortical cell was targeted (to avoid possible damage in the LRP) with optical tweezers to inflict a wound, ultimately leading to the death of the targeted cells (laser ablation) ( Figure 4A ). The targeted cells showed signs of damage and death within 3 h after laser ablation ( Figures 4B and 4C ). When laser ablation was performed 24 h after gravitational induction, when the LRP had not yet crossed the endodermis (Figure 4D ), the LRP growth became significantly faster and less variable in ablated ore1-2 than in untreated ore1-2 ( Figure 4D ). This partial rescue of LRP growth speed in ore1-2 following laser ablation of overlying cells confirms that the slower LRP growth in ore1-2 results from defective cell death in LRP-overlying cells.
DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrates that developmentally regulated cell death occurs in cells overlying LRP in Arabidopsis and contributes to regulating LRP growth. Previous studies have shown that living LRP-overlying cells undergo a number of major cell wall and cell shape changes, which also contribute to LRP growth [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Cell death is therefore one of the mechanisms involved in the regulation of LRP growth in Arabidopsis. Regulation of LRP growth by overlying cell death is probably not restricted to Arabidopsis because morphological studies indicate the demise of cells overlying LRP in other species such as maize, field bindweed, and soybean [12] [13] [14] [15] .
The mechanism of cell death in LRP-overlying cells is not known and its execution may differ from other instances of developmental cell elimination, as suggested by the spreading of proBFN1-driven nuclear GFP signal into the entire protoplast of an LRP-overlying endodermal cell ( Figure 1C) . A non-canonical cell death execution in LRP-overlying cells is also supported by the fact that only five of the nine canonical Arabidopsis developmental cell death indicator genes [7] were highly co-expressed during LRE ( Figure 1A ; Table S1 ). In addition, expression of a ToIM [9] under the control of the BFN1 promoter revealed a longer time gap between transcriptional activation of this promoter and loss of tonoplast integrity in LRP-overlying cells than in xylem TEs (Video S4), which undergo a well-studied case of developmental cell death and autolysis [8] .
The exact spatial and temporal characterization of cell death during LRE is challenging since it is not possible to record the entire time span of LRP growth while using an appropriate chronological resolution to record all cell death events. Our observations over limited time spans or at single time points with stringent criteria (e.g., double staining FDA + PI) necessarily underestimate the actual frequency of cell death. Such underestimation of cell death frequency is supported by the fact that cell death indicator genes were almost always induced at some point over the course of LRP development ( Figure 1D ) and by the strong proBFN1::nucGFP signal that persisted in LRP-overlying cells beyond the end of our limited observation time frames (Figures 2L and S1D-S1H). It is therefore likely that overlying cell death would occur in most LRE events when considering the entire time span of LRP growth. The distribution of cell death indicator gene activation over time ( Figures 1D and 1E) in relation to the time of cell death execution (Figures 2A, 2J , 2L, and S1D-S1H) suggests the existence of a switch or threshold leading to the execution of cell death. It is therefore possible that the LRP-overlying cell death would follow a bistable switch regulation, whereby a certain threshold of pro-cell death signal determines the commitment to cell death execution, as has recently been shown for the cell death of xylem TEs [50] .
Possibly contributing to a bistable-switch regulation, mechanical forces can be expected to influence the fate of the LRP-overlying cells. Strong mechanical pressure is likely to be exerted by the LRP growing against the overlying cells, which themselves alter their mechanical properties and rigidity in coordination with LRP growth [18, 20] . This could eventually result in the developmentally regulated, non-cell-autonomous death of some weakened overlying cells under intense pressure. Such a scenario is analogous to the elimination of Arabidopsis endosperm cells, which, by loosening their cell walls, allow the embryo to grow into the space that they occupy and then mechanically kill them [11] . Similarly, during adventitious root formation, mechanical pressure has been reported to induce cell death in the epidermis of rice in an ethylene-dependent manner [51] . It is therefore possible that mechanical pressure represents at least one of the mechanisms involved in cell death signaling, or even in the execution of cell death itself [10] , during LRP growth. Furthermore, such LRP-mediated mechanical pressure would likely affect the overlying cells differently, depending on their own mechanical properties and on their degree of overlap with the growing LRP, which is in line with our observation that only a subset of the LRP-overlying cells dies. It is possible that the death of a subset of overlying cells facilitates the growth of the LRP by reducing the mechanical resistance of the overlying cells toward the primordia. The plausibility of such a mode of action is supported by the fact that laser ablation of an endodermal cell is potent enough to trigger cell division in the adjacent pericycle [33] , likely because the loss of mechanical feedback from the ablated cell allows the necessary swelling of the pericycle to initiate LRP formation [23, 25] . Alternatively, or in addition, cell death may contribute to cell wall remodeling and cell separation and hence to LRP growth by allowing a massive release of cell wall-modifying enzymes and/or of auxin. For example, the cell death of a few columella stem cell daughter cells in Arabidopsis roots exposed to low temperature has been shown to affect auxin distribution [52] . Furthermore, the developmental cell death of LR cap (LRC) cells has been shown to result in the release of auxin that is necessary for LR initiation [53] . LRP growth was delayed to a comparable extent in mutants for ORE1 and for the LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARIES-DOMAIN/ASYMMETRIC LEAVES 2-LIKE29 (LBD29) transcription factor that normally controls auxin accumulation in LRPoverlying cells [21] ( Figure 3A versus [21] and Figure S3B ). It is therefore tempting to hypothesize that the death of LRP-overlying cells may serve an analogous purpose to LRC cell death in quickly releasing high amounts of auxin for cell wall remodeling of other overlying cells and for LRP growth.
Our finding regarding the impact of cell death on LR growth demonstrates that plant organ growth can be regulated by cell elimination. It was also recently shown that embryo growth requires cell death of the bordering endosperm [11] . Furthermore, the LRC, forming protective cell layers around the root tip, regulates root organ growth based on the cell death dynamics of LRC cells [9] . These findings, therefore, demonstrate that cell proliferation is not the sole factor determining organ growth in plants and that the regulation of organ growth in plants is not dissimilar from that in animals as previously proposed. This greater similarity than previously accepted in the regulation of organ growth between animals and plants raises some evolutionary questions. Has cell elimination arisen as a mechanism to regulate organ growth from a shared evolutionary heritage between animals and plants, for example, from the regulation of early unicellular populations by cell death [54] ? Alternatively, could the regulation of organ growth by cell death in animals and plants have stricken roots at different locations in the tree of life, making it a form of convergent evolution that may in the future reveal some form of deep evolutionary constraint linked with cell elimination?
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Plant Material
The model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) has been used throughout this study. Most of the Arabidopsis knock-out mutant plants used in this study are in the Columbia-0 (Col-0) genetic background, and were therefore compared with a Col-0 wildtype: anac092-1 (ore1 allele SALK_090154 [28] ;), ore1-2 (5bp deletion [55] ;), bfn1-1 (GK-197G12 [9] ;), bfn1-2 (SALK_017287), mc9-1 (GABI_540_H06 [37] ;), mc9-2 (SALK_075814 [37] ;), SALK_063946 (for DMP4), SALK_137383 and SAIL_760_G07 (for EXI1). The knock-out mutant lbd29 (SALK_071133C) and the dominant suppressor 35S::SRDX:LBD29 were also in the Col-0 background, generated in previous studies [56] . The FLAG_164_A04 knock-out mutant (for RNS3) in the Wassilewskija (Ws) genetic background was compared to Ws wild-type. The transcriptional reporter lines for histological detection of promoter activity were either generated in this study (proDMP4::GUS, proRNS3::GUS and proBFN1::GUS, as described in the ''Method Details'' below), or obtained from previous studies (proMC9::MC9: GUS from [37] and proORE1::GUS from [28] ).
The BFN1 promoter-driven fluorescent tonoplast integrity marker (proBFN1::ToIM) to monitor cell death was created in this study (as described in ''Method Details'' below) based on a previously published construct [9] . The double markers for fluorescently labeled plasma membranes (ubiquitous: proUBQ10::WAVE131:YFP; or endodermis-specific: proCASP1::CIT:SYP122) and BFN1 promoter-driven nuclear GFP (proBFN1::nucGFP) were generated in this study by crossing previously generated individual markers [23, 37, 38] . The double marker for ubiquitous fluorescent labeling of both plasma membranes (35S::GFP:LTi6a) and nuclei (35S::H2B:YFP) were also generated in this study by crossing previously generated individual markers [57, 58] . The autophagy reporter proATG8a::GFP:ATG8a had been generated previously [43] . 
Growth conditions
To compare the speed of LRE between genotypes, seedlings were grown on ½ MS medium for three days in constant light (150 mE$m -2 $s -1 ) on vertical plates, which were then rotated 90 to induce LRP initiation [18] . For laser ablation, seedlings were transferred to sterile microscopy chambers and covered with a slab of the medium they had been growing on, to allow them to continue growing within the chamber over the course of LRP growth. Seedlings for observations of naturally initiated LRPs (no gravitational induction) were grown on ½ MS medium for 3.5 -7 days after germination in 16 h day (150 mE$m -2 $s -1 ) / 8 h night cycles.
Genotypes meant to be compared always consisted of seeds that had been harvested at the same time, from plants grown in the same location and conditions.
METHOD DETAILS BFN1 co-expression analysis
To identify genes correlating in expression with BFN1 during LR development, smooth splines were fitted through the transcriptomic profiles for all genes, to smooth out the noise. The Pearson correlation between each gene's profile and that of the target gene BFN1 was calculated, including all data points, i.e., not just mean values for each time point. Genes were ranked in decreasing order of the Pearson correlation with BFN1 (Table S1 ).
Cloning and plant transformation
For promoter-reporter constructs, 1654 bp (AT4G18425; DMP4) or 2000 bp (AT1G26820; RNS3) upstream of the translational start codon were amplified and recombined by Gateway-mediated cloning via pENTR207 (Invitrogen) into the destination vector pBGGUS [59] . proBFN1::GUS was obtained by recombining a 670 bp promoter region of BFN1 (AT1G11190) into pMDC163. Col-0 plants were transformed with Agrobacterium tumefaciens using the floral dip method [61] . At least five independent lines were analyzed for each construct to select representative lines. proBFN1::nucGFP and proMC9::MC9:GUS have been described previously [37] .
To place the tonoplast integrity marker (ToIM [9] ;) downstream of the BFN1 promoter, the promoter of the putative protease PASPA3 previously cloned upstream of the tonoplast integrity marker [9] was replaced by the BFN1 promoter. To do so, the BFN1 promoter was amplified from a plasmid using primers comprising the attB4 and attB1r sequences, and recombined into pDONR P4P1r. The PASPA3 promoter from pK7m34GW-pPASPA3-eGFP-2A-sp-mRFP [9] was removed by a standard BP recombination with pDONRP4P1r, the destination vector was recovered by selecting on Chloramphenicol and Spectinomycin in DB3.1 cells and subsequently recombined during an LR reaction with pENTRL4R1-pBFN1. The resulting expression vector pK7m34GW-pBFN1-eGFP-2A-sp-mRFP was used to electroporate Agrobacterium tumefaciens. Agrobacterium-mediated floral dip transformation of wild-type (Col-0) plants was performed and several apparent transformants were screened for visible ToIM signal, leading to the selection of a representative proBFN1::ToIM marker line.
To express the cell death agonist mammalian protein mBAX under the transcriptional control of the BFN1 promoter, the vectors pENTRL4R1 containing the proBFN1 fragment and pENTR221 containing the mBAX gene (a kind gift from Moritz Nowack) were together recombined into pK7m24GW [60] using standard protocols for LR recombination. This vector was transferred into Agrobacterium tumefaciens to transform Col-0 and ore1-2 plants by floral dip. Transformants were then screened to identify homozygous lines in each genotype displaying mBAX expression.
Gravitational induction of LRP initiation
Determination of LRP stage was performed 18h and 42h after synchronized LR induction by gravitational stimulus, as described previously [16, 18] . Briefly, the seedlings were fixed and cleared by a 15 min incubation in acidified methanol (20% v/v methanol with 4% v/v HCl), followed by 15 min in 60% v/v ethanol mixed with 7% v/v NaOH, and 5 min steps in an ethanol gradient (40%, 20% and 10% v/v ethanol). The fixed and cleared seedlings were then mounted in 50% glycerol and observed as described in ''light microscopy'' below.
In the specific case of laser-assisted cell elimination experiments, the seedlings were not fixed or cleared but directly observed inside of the microscopy chambers where they were growing, similar to a previously published method real time analysis of lateral root organs [62] .
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope analyses
All time-lapses with cLSM were acquired using a Zeiss LSM780 inverted microscope, by placing the seedlings in microscope chambers as previously described [62] . GFP and CITRINE signals (Figures 2 and S1D-S1H) were simultaneously recorded with a spectral detector after excitation with a 488 nm laser line, and separated by online fingerprinting (i.e., unmixing which occurs during, rather than after, acquisition). eGFP and mRFP signals (Video S4) from the ToIM marker [9] were detected simultaneously upon excitation with 488 nm (for eGFP) and 561 nm (for mRFP) laser lines.
cLSM micrographs that are not part of any time-lapse were acquired either with a Zeiss LSM780, an upright Zeiss LSM800 or an inverted Zeiss LSM880 microscope. For FDA and PI staining, 3.5-4 days old Arabidopsis seedlings were incubated for 1h in liquid ½ MS medium containing 10 mg/mL PI and 12 nM FDA, and imaged as similarly to the ToIM maker (described above), as previously described [44] .
RNA isolation and qPCR
For quantitative real-time PCR analyses, Arabidopsis seedlings of the indicated genotypes were grown for 5 days as indicated above for naturally initiated LRP. For each genotype, 10 seedlings were pooled together and ground in liquid nitrogen. RNA extraction on these ground samples was performed using RNeasy Plant Kit (QIAGEN), including ''on column DNase treatment,'' following manufacturer's instruction. RNA concentration was measured with Nanodrop and all samples were diluted to 100 ng/mL. 500 ng of total RNA were used for cDNA synthesis using QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (QIAGEN), including gDNase treatment (for the second time) prior to cDNA synthesis. cDNA samples were diluted 25 times and 5 mL were used as template in a 20 mL total reaction volume, using LightCycler 480 SYBR Green 1 Master (Roche Life Science) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Each sample was loaded in duplicate into a 96-well qPCR plate (Roche Life Science) and qPCR was run in a LightCycler 480 thermal cycler (Roche Life Science) for 45 cycles (initial denaturation at 98 C for 3 min, cycling: denaturation at 95 C for 5 s, annealing at 55 C for 10 s, elongation at 72 C for 30 s; melting curve from 45 C to 95 C with acquisitions every 1 C).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical analyses
For multiple comparison of continuous variables (e.g., root length, lateral root density, frequency of cell death.) between genotypes, post-ANOVA Fisher LSD tests were performed using Minitab 17, provided that the ANOVA indicated significant overall differences (p < 0.05). The choice of this test is justified because statistical studies have shown that under the condition of an ANOVA returning p < 0.05, the post-ANOVA Fisher LSD test provides the best detection of true pairwise differences, while performing as well or better than other tests (e.g., Tukey's test) against type I error [67] .
For comparisons of stages of LRP growth, which is a categorical variable (each stage is a category, and the variable is not continuous but discrete) we opted for the Chi-square test because it allows to test whether two categorical variables are independent from one another. For instance, we tested whether the categorical variable ''LRP stage'' and the categorical variable ''genotype'' were independent (H 0 ) or not (H 1 ). If the distribution LRP stage is not independent from genotype (i.e., if p < 0.05), then the conclusion is that the compared genotypes have significantly different LRP growth speed.
All charts displaying values as bars show averages of several replicate experiments (number of combined replicate experiments and of biological replicates are indicated in the figure legends), and error bars always represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
Neither custom code nor datasets were generated in this study. Transcriptomics results presented in this study rely on a previously published dataset [36] .
